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ABSTRACT

The conventional type of the WER-440 reactors have a very efficient in-core measurement system. The

accuracy of the calculated power and flux distribution can be improved using of the signals of the in-core system.

In this paper a method is presented for the determination of more exact flux or power distribution inside the reactor

core than the simple calculation. We used the General Perturbation Theory to improve these distributions. The

application of our method to get of more perfect relative axial fast flux is shown in this paper too.

1. INTRODUCTION

The in-core system of the WER-440 contains 210 thermometers for the measurement measuring of

assemblies outlet temperature and 36 Self Power Neutron detector chains with 7 detectors in every one for the

measurement of axial flux or power distribution. The treatment of these detector signals is very difficult so it is out

of the scope of this paper. During making of our calculations we used own formula for conversion of SPN detector

signals to fast flux. This formula has been determined by WIMSD-4 [I] code and it is similar to CimbaJov

fonnula[2].

Of curse, the presented method for improving of the calculated flux or power distribution may be applied for any

detectors (for example: thermometers too).

Our calculation code called C-PORCA[3] has a good agreement with the results of measurements so it may be

applied for the determination of small perturbations.

Supposing that our diffusion model which describes the flux and power distribution inside the reactor core

can be written as following:

where A and B correspond to migration and fission operators of diffusion model are M x M dimensional

matrices. <P whose components correspond to nodewise flux distribution of reactor core is M dimensional column

vector. A. is eigenvalue of this homogeneous equation. In general these equations are given if we use any coarse
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mesh method for description of reactor core. If the reactor is in critical state then the A is equal to I. Let's

A — AQ and y — y'o ' n t n ' s <&$£•

2. THE SMALL PERTURBATION

It is well known, that {he equation (1) does not describe the reactor core exactly so we would like to

improve its description.

Let suppose that A and D matrices in the equation (1) will be more accurate after small perturbation.

Let's

Of course, the reactor will be in critical state after perturbation too so we obtain the following equation:

where dtp is M dimensional column vector. If we apply previous definition of At, 2?, and parts of second degree of

this equation are neglected we have:

The question immediately raises: how do we have to take the p that the equation (3) will be better description of

the reactor as the equation (1) For better description of the core we suggest using the following form of p .

I \P\> PJ-PN)

pi\pl,p1...pN)

\PVP2~PN>

I as

(6)

a n d t h e A \ Pi •> P2 ••• PN ) is defined for all i i

ip, if k th measurement is in the i th nodes

0 in all other cases

We would like to determine the P vector in such a way that the following 3 functional will be

minimized by components of O(p vector.
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for all measured
nodes

i=l to N

where C is used as normalization constant because the equation (I) is homogeneous and fJ^t is the i-th detector

signal. & is a N x M dimensional matrix so its i-th row gives the transformation from the neutron flux to i-th

measured signal.

3. THE APPLICATION OF GPT[4]

We will use the General Perturbation Theory for the choice of P so that the determined p must satisfy

the following conditions:

- O<P is calculated by equation (4)

- the determined O(p musl accomplish the minimum of -*5 functional.

The previous requirements can be fulfilled by the means of GPT as will be shown in the following.

where the Y is M dimensional vector. It is a Lagrangian multiplication factor in the GPT terminology. For the

determination of Y we have to carry out variation of -Jy functional respecting O(p, because in the stationary

condition of functional the variation is vanished. After making of - 3 | variation the following equation will be get

for the determination of Y :

The equation (9) have to satisfy the Fredholm condition what means:

U (10)

from this expression we can find the normalization constant C.

If the Y i s known we can determine the derivation of Z\ functional respecting P

dp
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dp
,*T

where , is M x N dimensional matrix and Y is the transposition of the Y vector. Maintaining the

stationery condition respecting O<f> the following equation is true:

dp' dp (12)

The iteration process begins with an arbitrary choice of P parameters and with the utilization of gradient

method we can determine the final P. This /> corresponds to the minimum of -J functional.

4. THE CALCULATION RESULTS

We will show effectiveness of our method in the following figures. The first figure shows the frequency of

difference between <PQ and measured fast flux (calc.-meas. curve). The other curve shows the frequency of

difference between reconstructed and measured fast flux. This result was received such a way that the signal of one

detector chain always was left out of consideration while the reconstruction was performed. The second figure

shows the result of the reconstruction after five and two iteration steps respectively (1. and 2. curve).
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